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A software that takes thousands of resumes lying in hundreds of email folders on your harddisk, and rates them for the suitability ( on-site, in person ) to the vacancy you are looking for! This is not an ordinary resume-ratting software. Resume Rater simply works through "Collective Intelligence", and does a pretty decent job of rating each resume.
Let's look at the "Ratings" for two resumes to see what it does: Have you ever wondered why a particular candidate got a particular rating? Here's what Resume Rater does for you! When you choose a "Category" of resumes for rating ( to which you want to assign the value of "Average" ), Resume Rater creates a table, that lists-out each of these

resumes, according to the "Category" you have chosen. Let's see how the Resume Rater software works : Resume Rater is an Internet-based software, which takes every resume from your email folder and then sorts it into categories. When you specify a set of categories, Resume Rater automatically displays the resumes in that category. For
example, if you specify "Human Resources" as one of the categories, Resume Rater will display only resumes that are relevant to the Human Resource function / skill. You can easily look at the "Average" rating of each resume by clicking on it. To look at the individual scores of each resume, click on the "details" icon for a particular resume. This
will open another pop-up, which will show you the individual details of that particular resume, and if there is any keyword you are interested in, you can click on it to find out the answer to your question. If there are no keywords, clicking on it will open the "KEYWORDS" list for the particular resume. You can click on any of these keywords to
find-out the answer to your question. If there is no answer, you can look into the "RELEVANT QUIZ" to find-out the answer to your question. Once you are done, click on "VIEW RESULTS" to save the results. You can easily check your ratings on the basis of "Average" by choosing a particular category, and clicking on the "Avg. Rating" tab.

Once you do that, Resume Rater will calculate the "Avg. Rating" of each category. You can

Resume Rater Crack

￭ Keywords - a number of keywords (typically 2-3 per resume) are entered here. ￭ Over-writing - you can enter the same keyword again and again, or more keywords in between ￭ Contextual - here you can enter the skill, function, industry, city, state, or any other keyword you want ￭ Optional - The score assigned by the Resume Rater to the
resume is displayed here ￭ Default Score - the Resume Rater automatically assigns a default score to each resume, which is displayed here ￭ Sort By - here you can choose a particular "Category" in which you want to rate resumes ￭ Self Evaluation - here you can view the percentage ( in % ) of the total of keywords in the resume that the Resume

Rater has identified as present. ￭ Company Name - here you can enter your company's name ￭ Optional - here you can enter a customized comment about the resume ￭ Click on the Email Me button to send this comment to the rater that rated the resume. Company Name: Function / Skill / Keywords: Industry: City: State: Country: Country:
Country: Country: (No longer than 50 characters.) eMail: Yes! - I would like to receive a daily/weekly newsletter with job postings that match my needs Yes! - I would like to receive a daily/weekly newsletter with job postings that match my needs Yes! - I would like to receive a daily/weekly newsletter with job postings that match my needs Yes! - I
would like to receive a daily/weekly newsletter with job postings that match my needs No! - I would not like to receive a daily/weekly newsletter Comments: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or

partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence:
Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: Complete or partial sentence: 1d6a3396d6
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￭ Resume Rater, "RATERS," function to Rating Resumes ( as per the latest "Human Brain" theory / model ) "read" each resume / text, pick the keywords related to your job requirements, and assign them a weight based on the frequency of occurrence of that keyword in the resume. ￭ The "Ratings" of all the resumes are displayed in a tabular
format - as per the relative "Importance" of each of the keywords in the resume. ￭ You can select any of the categories displayed in the table to view the resumes in that category alone. ￭ There are 40 categories pre-defined. A "Reads" keyword by Resume Rater is basically a background search / activity, which checks the frequency of each of the
pre-defined keywords in the resume. ￭ The keywords that are missing in a resume are shown in RED and the candidates who are missing ( aren't in the database ) are also highlighted in RED. ￭ So, you can skip the remaining candidates who are missing on the basis of this flag. ￭ Now you can select any of these candidates for further inspection /
evaluation. ￭ Also, Resume Rater intelligently sorts the resume texts into different categories and organizes resumes based on their importance in the database. ￭ It saves your time ( - the scarcest resource ). ￭ You can Filter ( refine ) the list of resumes by selecting / deselecting the "Selected Categories" - the pre-defined ones or Categories based on
the "Importance" of the resumes in the database. ￭ Resume Rater provides a shortlisting of the "top-rated" resumes - those which are in the selected categories. ￭ It automates ( albeit, thru collective intelligence of thousands of users), the "Rating" process. ￭ It vastly improves the quality of rating (being unbiased / untiring / thorough ). ￭ It enables
you to spend more time interviewing / evaluating candidates (something which no software can do ). Resume Rater highlights (in RED) the keywords found in a resume. When you click on any of these keywords, a set of relevent INTERVIEW QUESTIONS pop-up! Then you can link CONSULT WIKIPEDIA to find answers! This feature works
when you are online. ￭ Suddenly those thousands of un

What's New in the Resume Rater?

Resume Rater literally mimics human brain, as it "Reads" each resume, spots the presence ( or absence ) of the selected function / skill related keywords ( and their context ), and assigns predetermined "Weightages" (in human brain's parlance - the "importance") to each keyword to compute an overall SCORE for each resume. Here are some key
features of "Resume Rater": ￭ Resume Rater "rates" resumes for their suitability / relevance against a given functional background or a given skill background that you are looking for in any resume. ￭ Resume Rater sorts the text resumes into categories ￭ When you click on any particular "Category" in the table, only the relevant resumes will get
displayed ￭ It saves your time ( - the scarcest resource ). ￭ It automates ( albeit, thru collective intelligence of thousands of users), the "Rating" process. ￭ It vastly improves the quality of rating (being unbiased / untiring / thorough ). ￭ It enormously speeds-up the shortlisting process ( whom to call for interview? ) ￭ You are no more glued to your
mailbox! ￭ It enables you to spend more time interviewing / evaluating candidates (something which no software can do ). Resume Rater highlights (in RED) the keywords found in a resume. When you click on any of these keywords, a set of relevent INTERVIEW QUESTIONS pop-up! Then you can link CONSULT WIKIPEDIA to find answers!
This feature works when you are online. ￭ Suddenly those thousands of unsearchable text resumes lying in hundreds of files and folders on your harddisk, get Rated ( score-wise ) Organized ( Function / skill wise ) Meaningful (for which vacancy? ) Searchable ( a matter of seconds ) Requirements: ￭ Pentium III / Equivalent Processor, 1.3 GHz or
Higher ￭ 256 MB RAM ￭ 40 MB Free Disk Space ￭ Microsoft Office 2003 or Higher ￭ Microsoft Data Access Components (MDAC) version 2.6 or Higher Microsoft.NET Framework 1.1 or Higher ￭ Screen Resolution = 1024 x 768 DotNetNuke Resume Checker is a very powerful and easy to use utility that performs a number of automated
checks on a provided text document. We also consider our rese...dotNetNuke Resume Checker is a very powerful and easy to use utility that performs a number of automated checks on a provided text document. We also consider our rese...dotNetNuke Resume Checker is a
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System Requirements For Resume Rater:

An Internet connection is required to play the game. Minimum System Requirements: OS: Mac OS X 10.9.1 or later Windows 7 or later Processor: 1.8 GHz Memory: 2 GB Graphics: DirectX 9.0c or later Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 80 MB of free space Additional Notes: The Path of Exile client is designed to
automatically
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